


Inclusion and Decorum

Overriding Principle: RESPECT
Starts from idea that all students should have equal opportunity
Politeness and professionalism
Address people in the way they want to be addressed: names are 
the best!
Patience. No cursing even when the computer deserves it.
Setting the example of professional and respectful behavior

The climate rule: don’t tell jokes, share racy images etc. in 
situations where someone might be offended
Simple test: would you do this in front of your most proper 
relative or stern authority figure? If not, don’t do it in a work 
setting.

Harassment: professional behavior to avoid this
Don’t date your mentees: power imbalances; can result in 
favoritism or perception of favoritism; lots of ways this can crash
Do take the university training. A great life skill
Shows what is abusive behavior. If you see it, report it:
If lab mate, to faculty supervisor
If faculty, HR
Why report: seldom one-time events

Value Proposition: practicing leading a team
Team: will have varied skills, personalities, identities
Bias and unfairness (or their perception) will create strife, and 
possibly bad personal consequences; team works more smoothly 
when people believe you’re fair

Components of individual identity

Gender identity, age and ethnicity
Socio-economic status, sexual orientations
Academic or business hierarchy, hobbies, family history



Religion, relation to addictions, political belief
Medical conditions, profession, home town/state/country
And many more...

The major commonality for a research mentor/mentee is the 
profession and desire to do research; being fellow students at UCLA 
also helps

Implicit Bias
Everyone has it, online tests can demonstrate it
Product of innate desire to belong with a group that is similar in 
some way, and be distinct from others. This results in positive/
negative associations
Most operate subconsciously
Unless of aware of them, may act in subtle ways that alienate others, 
discouraging participation
Best way is to try to interact with people as individuals
Example of fair interaction models it for the students


